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This presentation may include statements that constitute “forward-looking statements” for purposes of the safe harbor provisions under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, including descriptions of technology and product features that are under development and estimates of future business prospects. Forward-looking statements inherently involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results of MicroStrategy Incorporated and its subsidiaries (collectively, the “Company”) to differ materially from the forward-looking statements.

Factors that could contribute to such differences include: the Company’s ability to meet product development goals while aligning costs with anticipated revenues; the Company’s ability to develop, market and deliver on a timely and cost-effective basis new or enhanced offerings that respond to technological change or new customer requirements; the extent and timing of market acceptance of the Company’s new offerings; continued acceptance of the Company’s other products in the marketplace; the timing of significant orders; competitive factors; general economic conditions; and other risks detailed in the Company’s Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2016 and other periodic reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. By making these forward-looking statements, the Company undertakes no obligation to update these statements for revisions or changes after the date of this presentation.
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• What is Real-time?
• Demo Architecture
• Data production
• Real-time plugin
• Live demonstration
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What is Real-time?

“Near” Real-time (NRT)

• Traditionally: you look for the data
• The data is collected but not necessarily integrated instantly
• Process the data every day / hour / minute
• Speed is important but processing time in minutes is acceptable

Real-time

• Data comes to you
• Collect and integrate the data as soon as changes
• Continual input
• Constant processing
• Steady output of data
• Use cases:
  • Data streaming
  • Sensor networks
  • Bank ATMs
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MicroStrategy REST API
The heart of the platform

JSON Data API 10.4
• Stand alone server (deprecated)

• Reduced number of API Families:
  • Sessions
  • Cube
  • Datasets
  • Reports

• Only available until 10.10
MicroStrategy REST API
The heart of the platform

REST API from 10.9

• Part of MicroStrategy REST server

• HTTP requests:
  • POST
  • GET
  • PUSH
  • DELETE

• Light-weight JSON data
MicroStrategy REST API
The heart of the platform

**REST API families**

- Expanded REST API families
- Extended functionality and more flexibility
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Streaming Data Process

Stream Processing
• Kafka data queue
• Kafka consumer
• ETL process built in Kettle
Streaming Data Process

Stream Processing

Apache Kafka Consumer

Get Variables

Write to log

Construct URI

Create Curl command

Executable script to launch CURL request.

Execute a process
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Real-Time Visualization Plugin
Built with MicroStrategy SDK

**Real-Time Plugin**
- Built using MicroStrategy SDK
- Fully integrated with the platform
- Available for VI and Report Services
- Use of several javascript libraries:
  - Jquery
  - D3.js
  - Amcharts.js
Real-Time Visualization Plugin
Built with MicroStrategy SDK

Real-time Plugin
• Parameters using a standard data grid
• Use of REST API server to obtain the data.
• Different types of contents and charts
• Especial behaviors
Are you missing Anything?
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Data Input

Real-Time Data Input

• Social network interactions: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram...
• Telemetry systems
• Smart Cities
• IoT
• Random number generator
• Voice as data input?
Data Input

Alexa Echo

• Voice control
• Transforms order voices in actions
• Special Custom Skill
• Custom Lambda Function
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Product Demonstration
Sentences Analysis
Follow @microstrategy
And join the conversation at #analytics18